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[BETA] HLDS Exploit 1.7.rar ➡️. No items have been added yet! Related Collections. [BETA] HLDS Exploit 1.7.rar ➡️. No items have been added yet! Related Collections. Image with no alt text. Nächste Seite.Q: Complex program showing only one of my 4 "if" variables in my output, (C) I'm a programmer new to C. I have 4 "if" statements in a program that I have yet to get to display the output I was expecting. I've tried Googling the problem to no avail
and the only things that I've been able to figure out are that I am a newbie and that my code is wrong. if (user1 == 'y' || user2 == 'y' || user3 == 'y' || user4 == 'y') { printf("The correct answer is y"); } if (user1 == 'n' || user2 == 'n' || user3 == 'n' || user4 == 'n') { printf("The correct answer is n"); } if (user1 == 'f' || user2 == 'f' || user3 == 'f' || user4 == 'f') { printf("The correct answer is f"); } if (user1 == 'g' || user2 == 'g' || user3 == 'g' || user4 == 'g') { printf("The

correct answer is g"); } I'm looking for the output to be one of each of the 4 options for the user and the output to say what the correct option is for each of the 4 choices. Right now the output is always: The correct answer is n Thanks A: Cases are matched by a = operator, not by ==. if (user1 == 'y' || user2 == 'y' || user3 == 'y' || user4 == 'y') { printf("The correct answer is y"); } try: if (user1 == 'y' || user2 == 'y' || user3 == 'y' || user4 == 'y') { ba244e880a
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